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Evolve Your
Money

Mindset
We are starting at the beginning, working

our way to the present, and charting a
course for the future!
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INTRODUCTION
What is a money mindset and why is it important in
your personal financial journey?

ASSESSMENT
Today is an awesome moment in time. To check-in
with where you are today. You can return to the
assessment or write your own.

ACTION
Wherever you are in your personal financial journey,
there's room to improve. And we move forward by
taking action. Here are are 7 Money Mindset Actions.

MONEY MANTRA
Let's move forward and replace Money Blocks with a
Money Mantra.

RESOURCES
Your Personal Financial Journey does not need to be
a solo one. Want more help with your Money
Mindset? Check out the resources.
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WHAT IS A MONEY
MINDSET?

THE PLEDGETTES MONEY WORKBOOKS

Your wealth sits at the intersection of the
Emotional and Fiscal sides of Money. We'll have
future workbooks that lean more to fiscal side of
wealth. However, we need to start at the
foundation - your money mindset.

What was your first money memory?

Your first money memory often...
…includes another person. 
…is tied to an emotion (positive or negative). 
…still remains a money experience that informs
your money mindset.

Our  Money Mindset is our instinctual reactions,
beliefs, attitudes, and emotions about money.
  
It shows up daily in our money choices. 

It impacts our money goals and wealth. 

It creates assumptions about others.

It can evolve.

Let's take action.
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Money is a tool to build the life that I want, the
character I aspire to be, and the values I want
to embody.

I enjoy having healthy, wealthy money
conversations with myself, my partner, family,
and colleagues.

I do not sabotage my money, my Big Financial
Goals, or my money mindset.

I am a strategic investor that doesn't allow fear
to paralyze me from making confident money
moves.

It feels good to receive money and I do good
with my money.

My wealth is a positive influence on my health
and relationships.

I advocate for myself professionally to earn in
alignment with my contributions and value.

Every dollar I have serves an intentional
purpose.

ALWAYS SOMETIMES

ASSESSMENT
THE PLEDGETTES MONEY WORKBOOKS
EVOLVE YOUR MONEY MINDSET
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05EXPAND YOUR FINANCIAL LITERACY
Financial Literacy breeds Financial Confidence. And Financial Confidence evolves your
Money Mindset. Nobody was born with Financial Literacy. Those that have it, set the

intention to learn and started learning. You can too!

07REPLACE MONEY BLOCKS WITH A MONEY MANTRA
Money blocks are not serving you. As money blocks pop up, ask, "Is this true?" or "Is

this getting me closer to my goals?" And create a money mantra that moves you
forward.
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PRACTICE MONEY GRATITUDE
instead on focusing on what you don't have; focus on what you do have. How

are you grateful for money?

TURN FINANCIAL FAILS INTO MONEY LESSONS
The biggest gift from a financial fail is the money lesson and hopefully we don't repeat

the financial fails. Reframe Financial Fails to Money Lessons

CELEBRATE THE GOOD TIMES
Sometimes the Financial Fails or bad times take up more space in our brain.

Take time to celebrate the good times and regain balance with positive money
memories.

EXAMINE YOUR FINANCIAL A-TEAM
You are the company you keep. And the people you are having money talks with
influences your money mindset. Move to greener pastures, join Financial Friends

events in The Pledgettes and stop talking money to the people bringing you down.

SCHEDULE A MONEY DATE OR STATE OF OUR UNION
When you are planning the fiscal side of money, don't neglect to improve the

emotional side of money (or your Money Mindset). Celebrate Money Mindset wins
with the same enthusiasm as celebrating financial wins.

7  CONFIDENT  ACTIONS  TO  TAKE
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If at first you don't believe, stick with it for a week. Or try create a ladder up
mantra. What is something that is on it's way to your ultimate money mantra
and realistic to believe now? 

Dream bigger. Seriously, bigger. In your wildest dreams, what is the ideal
relationship you have with money? What does the best money mindset look like?
Jot down some words you want to feel about money. Try out some words for
how money will be a part of your holistic life.

Keep it positive! Move to your ideal state instead of running away from fear. Also,
sometimes the universe doesn't hear negative words like don't or no. Instead of
"No financial stress." Try "Full Financial Confidence." 

My Money Mantra:

Your Money Mantra is for you, your Big Financial Goals, and your current
personal economy. Make it as unique as you.

CREATE YOUR
MONEY MANTRA
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In addition to a High-Five Tribe and Mentors, there
are Growth Partners that can help you evolve your
Money Mindset 1:1 like Financial Therapists and
Accredited Financial Counselors (AFCs).

Start money conversations about money mindset
and see where the discussions go!

FINANCIAL A-TEAM

Check out Webinars-On-Demand with Michelle
Atlas, Wendy Wright, The Matchsick Collective,
Holly Morphew, Amy Bradbury, Jacki Carr, Cheryl
Nelson Boyd, Molly Woodhull,  Jordan Youngblade
Pendleton, Pia Beck, Denaye Austed, and Jamie
Dandar.

Links within the Challenge Page.

WEBINARS-ON-DEMAND

Money Mindset, Self-Worth, and Burnout as a
Solopreneur Business Owner

3 Ways To Evolve Your Money Mindset

Live Blissed Out Episode 66: Act Confidently
With Your Money Mindset

Search our website for blog posts like: 

THEPLEDGETTES.COM/BLOG

RESOURCES
THE PLEDGETTES MONEY WORKBOOKS
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